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Energetics of diffusion on the (100) and (111) surfaces
of Ag, Au, and Ir from first principles
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First-principles calculations using the full-potential linear-mu%n-tin-orbital technique have been
performed to determine the energy barriers for adatom homodiffusion on the (100) and (111)surfaces
of Ag, Au, and Ir. Our results agree very well with the measured energy barriers (when available),
i.e., to within 0.03 eV, thereby confirming the adequacy of the theoretical method. On the (ill)
surfaces, we 6nd that the barriers for Ag and Ir have values that are close to those corresponding
to the melting point of the bulk materials, and conclude that "correlated jumps" should be present
at high temperatures on these surfaces. For Au(ill), on the other hand, the barrier is about
twice as large as the melting temperature, and the random-walk model should provide an accurate
description of the difFusion process, just as on the (100) surfaces, where the barriers are much
larger. Semiempirical models are found to reproduce the first-principles energy barriers within 0.2
eV, which, in some cases, means errors as large as 90'Po.

I. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion is central to many physical processes which
determine the topology and quality of surfaces such as
step How, nucleation, and growth —and may involve the
motion of adatoms, clusters, and step edges. As a first
step in characterizing mass transport on surfaces, the dif-
fusion coefficient of single adatoms must be determined.
Indeed, because diffusion usually follows an Arrhenius
texnperature dependence, D = Do exp[ E~/k~T], —the
energy barrier E~ needs to be known with great accu-
racy in order to ensure a proper description of the phe-
nomenon over a wide range of temperatures.

The diffusion coefficient is given in terms of the
ensemble-averaged mean-square displacement (B(t)2) by
the Einstein relation

where d is the dimensionality of the space where dif-
fusion is taking place (d = 2 for a flat surface). Be-
cause the mean-square displacement must be measured
at several temperatures and for sufficiently long times,
the experimental determination of energy barriers using
such methods as field-ion microscopy (FIM), or more re-
cently scanning-tunneling microscopy, is tedious and time
consuming. As a consequence, only very few systems
have been studied up to now, most of them contain-
ing 5d transition metals (in particular Ir and Pt), which
are the most suitable for FIM studies.

From the theoretical point of view, diffusion coeK-
cients can, in principle, be obtained from atomistic-

simulation methods, such as Monte Carlo or molecular
dynamics, given a proper model for the interatomic po-
tentials. Empirical and semiempirical models have in-
deed been been used to calculate the mean-square dis-
placements for diffusion on surfaces, yielding important
and interesting insights into the phenomenon. Such mod-
els, however, are not always sufficiently accurate to pro-
vide a realistic picture of the materials studied, and ab
initio (first-principles) techniques are sometimes called
for. On the other hand, because of computer limitations,
it is not yet feasible to study diffusion per se, while it
is possible to calculate statically the energy barriers for
diffusion.

We present, here, the results of a series of first-
principles calculations of barriers for diffusion on the
(100) and (111) surfaces of the transition metals Ag,
Au, and Ir, using the full-potential linear-muffin-tin-
orbital (FP-LMTO) method. This follows from a pre-
vious study of surface diffusion and diffusion barriers
for Ag and Au using the semiempirical embedded-atom
method (RAM), in which we have demonstrated that
the activation energy for adatom diffusion E~ is identi-
cal, within a few tens of meV, to the static energy barrier
between two equilibrium sites; thus, the dynamical con-
tributions of the substrate to the diffusion barriers are,
in general, negligible. Moreover, we have shown recently
that the prefactor Do is related to the energy barrier
through a simple scaling relation, the compensation law,
also known the Meyer-Neldel rule. Thus, diffusion can
be inferred &om a knowledge of the static energy barriers,
which can be accurately calculated using first-principles
techniques.

We have also found in our EAM study that diffu-
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sion becomes non-Arrhenius at temperatures of the or-
der of, or higher than, about half of the static energy
barrier. This is due to the existence, at such "high" tem-
peratures, of correlations between successive jumps, lead-
ing to mean-square displacements larger than those pre-
dicted by the random-walk model. As a consequence,
for surfaces where the energy barrier is small (smaller,
say, than the melting temperature), it is necessary, in
order to properly describe the diffusion process, to take
such correlations into account at high temperatures. As
a specific example, Jones et a/. reported diffusion d.ata
in the temperature range 500—800 K for Ag(111). Our
HAM model predicts E~ ——0.055 eV for this surface,
corresponding to about 640 K, obtained &om fitting to
the low-temperature data. (The Arrhenius law is valid,
strictly speaking, only in the limit T -+ 0.) However,
we obtain E~ ——0.1 eV when fitting in the 500—800-K
range, in qualitative agreement with the result of 0.15
eV by Jones et al. (although, as we will see below, the
agreement is to some extent fortuitous. )

The purpose of the present study is threefold. First, it
provides much-needed information on barrier heights for
diffusion on metallic surfaces, as well as a consistent set
of data against which experimental results can be com-
pared. We examine here, following our previous RAM
investigation, is the (100) and (ill) surfaces of Ag and
Au, as well as Ir, for which very good low-temperature
experimental data are available. ' ' Second, detailed
knowledge (i.e. , from first principles) of the height of the
energy barriers, in particular relative to the melting tem-
perature, will provide some indication of the validity of
the random-walk model in describing surface diffusion.
And third, our study will serve as a reference for assess-
ing the validity of HAM for this problem.

In order to keep the problem as simple (and tractable)
as possible, we consider all surfaces to be unrecon-
structed. Reconstruction, indeed, can have dramatic ef-
fects on difFusion. For instance, in the case of Au(ill),
which reconstructs into a 23 x v 3 pattern, s we have
shown, using HAM, that diffusion becomes strongly
anisotropic, proceeding preferentially along the "chan-
nels" arising &om the presence of one extra atom every
23 along the x axis; a similar effect has been observed
on the (110) surface of several fcc metals. i [Of the other
surfaces studied here, Ir(100) (Ref. 22) and Au(100) (Ref.
23) also reconstruct. ] Likewise, we limit ourselves to the
case where difFusion proceeds by jumps although, in some
cases, difFusion can also proceed via an exchange mech-
anism. This is well known for the (100) surfaces of fcc
metals, ' ' ~ and has recently been found, on the
basis of first-principles calculations, to be the favored.
mechanism for in-channel diff'usion on Al(110).2s During
an exchange process, a surface atom is promoted above
the surface, thus inducing large perturbations, which can
only be dealt with using prohibitively large systems.

Our calculations are carried out within the framework
of the density-functional theory, known to give very ac-
curate total-energy differences (within a small fraction of
an eV for systems with comparable chemical properties).
Since first-principles calculations are computationally in-
tensive, it is common to deal with core electrons in the

pseudopotential approximation and to expand the wave
functions into plane waves. However, the systems under
stud, y here have very deep pseudopotentials, and there-
fore cannot be treated very efficiently using plane waves.
Although the use of ultrasoft pseudopotentials can be
envisaged, we chose, rather, to employ the all-electron
FP-LMTO method, with the wave functions developed
into a small number of localized orbitals. The method
has already been applied succesfully to the study of re-
laxation, reconstruction, and vacancy formation on noble
and transition metal surfaces.

Our results for the energy barriers agree very well with
available experimental ones —to within 0.03 eV, con-
firming the accuracy of the method. On the (ill) sur-
faces, we find that the barriers for Ag and Ir have val-
ues that are close to those corresponding to the melting
points of the bulk materials. We conclude, therefore,
that correlated jumps should be present at high tem-
peratures on these surfaces. For Au(111), the barrier is
about twice as large as the melting temperature, and the
random-walk model should provide an accurate descrip-
tion of the difFusion process, just as on the (100) sur-
faces, where the barriers are much larger. Semiempirical
models are found to reproduce the first-principles energy
barriers within 0.2 eV which, in some cases, translates
into errors as large as 90%%u0.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
give details of the computational procedure used to cal-
culate the energy barriers. In particular, we describe
the supercell-slab model for the adatom at the equilib-
rium and transition states. This model requires, as input,
the lattice constant for the bulk materials and the relax-
ation of the top layer. Results for these two properties
are detailed in Secs. IIIA and IIIB. In Sec. IIIC, we
present the results for the energy barriers, which proceeds
through the calculation of the adsorption energies at the
equilibrium and transition sites. We also discuss finite-
size efFects and convergence of our results with respect
to the lateral dimensions of the slab as well as thickness.
Our results are discussed in Sec. III C 3. In Sec. IV, we
give a summary.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In order to calculate the energy barriers for adatom
diffusion, we construct, for both surfaces of each metal,
a five-layer slab such as that depicted in Fig. 1. The su-
percell, consisting of the slab, the adatom, and a vacuum
region (of at least 14 A.), is periodically repeated in space
to eliminate boundary effects. In order to maximize the
symmetry inside the supercell, we assumed the system to
be symmetric with respect to 180 rotations about the x
axis lying in the central layer so that, in fact, we have
two equivalent surfaces. Each layer of the slab contains
four atoms; however, in order to assess finite-size effects,
we have examined, in the case of Ag, the dependence of
the energy barriers on the size of the layer. Likewise, we
have studied for Ag and Ir(ill) the dependence on the
thickness of the slab; these results are discussed in Sec.
III C 2.
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the supercell used in
the calculations showing the layers, the adatom, and the vac-
uum region; the central layer contains a rotation axis so that
we have, in effect, two equivalent surfaces.

The atoms constituting the slab were initially placed
at their exact lattice positions; the appropriate lattice
constants were determined kom an independent series of
calculations for the bulk materials (using one atom per
supercell), as discussed in Sec. III A. The geometry of
the slab was then "optimized" by relaxing the top layer,
i.e., moving it rigidly along the z axis (perpendicular to
the surface) until a minimum in energy was found. (Our
program has no provisions for calculating the forces. ) For
this calculation, a "clean" five-layer slab was considered,
but using only one atom per layer. Other layers were not
moved, since they are generally expected to relax only
very little, 2 contributing negligibly to the energy barri-
ers. Our results for the surface relaxation are discussed
in Sec. IIIB.

The calculations were performed as mentioned above,
within the &amework of density-functional theory in
the local-density approximation (LDA). ss The resulting
Kohn-Sham equations were solved using the all-electron
FP-LMTO method described in Refs. 15 and 27. Scalar-
relativistic corrections were included in all cases. These
are essential to reproduce adequately the equilibrium
bulk properties of 5d transition metals, while the rel-
ativistic LDA calculations are known to underestimate
the lattice constant of 4d transition metals by about 2%
and to overestimate their bulk moduli by around 25%
(Refs. 28 and 34). Considering that these discrepancies
are comparable to the error arising &om the use of the
LDA, and that the reconstruction of 4d metal surfaces
has been shown to be rather insensitive to the inclusion
of these corrections, we have chosen to include them in
all our calculations.

The muFin-tin sphere radius was taken to be 10% less
than the contact distance in the bulk configuration. The

technique requires nonoverlapping spheres; between the
spheres, quantities are extrapolated (using Hankel func-
tions) from their values and slopes at the boundaries of
the spheres. Spheres as large as possible are necessary
in order to minimize the region where extrapolation is
required. However, the spheres must be nonoverlapping,
and therefore small enough for the short distances be-
tween the adatom and the surface atoms (as well as, to
a lesser extent, the surface relaxation) to be properly ac-
counted for. In addition, because of the use of the extrap-
olation scheme, it is necessary to define "empty spheres"
in the vacuum region close to the surface in order to re-
produce the exponential decay of the charge density. It
was found previously that one layer of empty spheres is
sufBcient to give a proper description of a clean surface.
In our case, because of the presence of an adatom on the
surface, two layers of empty spheres were used. For ad-
sorption at the transition state (see Sec. III C 1), a spe-
cial packing of empty spheres must be used. in order to
yield, locally, the correct charge density. The optimal ar-
rangement was determined by requiring that the surface
energies depend as little as possible on the packing config-
uration when replacing the adatom by an empty sphere.
To minimize numerical errors arising kom the packing
arrangement, the adsorption energy was in all cases de-
termined by comparing the surface with the adatom with
a corresponding clean surface having identical packing of
atomic and empty spheres.

The electronic degrees of freedom were treated as fol-
lows. For the valence electrons, we used a basis of 27
functions per atom, consisting of 8, p, and d functions
with kinetic energy —e = —0.7, —1.0, and —2.3 Ry.
More explicitly, this basis is 58, 5p, and 4d for Ag while
for Au and Ir it is 6s, 6p, and 5d. In the case of Ir, the
spatial extension of the 5p semicore electrons is larger
than the size of the spheres and it is necessary to treat
them as a full-band state. This is done through a second
band-structure calculation ("two-panel" approach), em-
ploying a 6s, 5p, and 5d basis. A similar basis has been
used successfully in a previous surface study. The core
states are recalculated at each iteration in the calculation
of the total energy.

All energies were evaluated using the Monkhorst-Pack
set of special k points, limited to the irreducible part
of the Brillouin zone. The actual number of k points
used depends on the size of the Brillouin zone, which
itself depends on the size of the system, as well as in-
ternal symmetry. (Note that the presence of the adatom
reduces the internal symmetry. ) In particular, only one
point was necessary along the z direction. For the perfect
(ill) surface with four atoms per layer, the Monkhorst-
Pack consists of seven points, and includes the I point.
For other cases, the number of points was chosen so that
the integration over the complete Brillouin zone is per-
formed with a similar k-point density and with compara-
ble accuracy. In the case of (100) surfaces, for consistency
with the (111)surfaces, the Monkhorst-Pack points were
translated to include the I' point, while more points were
used to compensate for the translation. To ensure nu-
merical stability, finally, the integration was done with a
Gaussian broadening of 20 mRy.
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III. RESULTS

A. Bulk

We discuss, erst, our results for the bulk lattice con-
stants. These are given in Table I; we also present the
calculated cohesive energies so as to provide a reference
for the adsorption energies. The cohesive energy is sim-
ply Ecoh ——Eb„g, —E~to~, where Ebug, is the energy per
atom in the bulk configuration and E t is the energy of
an isolated atom treated using the same scalar-relativistic
formalism as for the bulk systems. Low-temperature ex-
perimental results are also hsted for comparison.

The results for the calculated lattice constants are
consistent with the known effects of using the scalar-
relativistic procedure: The error (compared to experi-
ment) for the 5d metals is less than 1% while for Ag, a
4d metal, the lattice constant is 1.7% too large. A sim-
ilar calculation using the same technique, but without
relativistic corrections, gives for Ag a lattice constant of
4.09 A, 2s leading to an accuracy similar to the one we
observe here for Au. The cohesive energies, on the other
hand, are in rather poor agreement with experiment—
systematically overestimated —a well-known deficiency
of LDA. In fact, all quantities that involve energy of iso-
lated atoms are poorly described by the LDA. (As we
will see below, this problem does not affect the evalu-
ation of the energy barriers. ) Again here, for Ag, the
agreement is slightly better without relativistic correc-
tions for Ag. The larger error for the cohesive energy
of Ir probably arises from the unMled d shell where spin
orientation plays a more important role. (For Rh, its 4d
equivalent, a nonrelativistic calculation gives an error of
39% compared to experiment. 2s)

B. Clean surfaces

We have calculated, for the various surfaces, the outer-
layer relaxation, defined as

d12 dbulk
12 = )

dbulk

TABLE I. Calculated (Calc. ) and measured (Expt. ) lat-
tice constant a and cohesive energy E, h for the three mate-
rials under study.

Material

Ag
Au
Ir

Calc.
4.00
4.06
3.81

a (A)
Expt.

4.07
4.07
3.83

E og (eV)
Calc. Expt. b

3.65 2.95
4.29 3.81
10.31 6.94

See Ref. 36.
See Ref. 37.

where E,~, „ is the total energy of the slab supercell.
The work function is the difference between the potential
energy in the middle of the empty region between the
slabs and the Fermi energy.

Results for these quantities are summarized in Table
II together with available experimental values. Some of
these results have been reported and discussed by other
authors ' using similar techniques and will not be ex-
amined further here. The results for Au(ill) and Ir(111)
are (to our knowledge) new; they follow the trends usu-
ally observed on fcc metal surfaces, i.e., the surface re-
laxation and surface energy are smaller than (or equal
to) corresponding values on the (100) surface, while it is
the opposite for the work function. The surface energies
for Ag obtained here are, within 0.01 eV, the same as
those obtained without relativistic corrections, which
confirms that these corrections have little effect on dif-
ferences in total energy (and the effect on energy barriers
is therefore also small).

where di2 is the distance between the top and the second
layer and db„~k is the corresponding interplanar distance
in the bulk. At the same time, we have determined the
surface energy o and the work function W. Since the
substrate used in these calculations is five layers thick,
with one atom per layer, the surface energy per surface
atom is given by

Eclean 5Ebulk
2

TABLE II. Clean surface properties: top-layer relaxation Ad&2, surface energy cr, and work
function W. The experimental surface energies are for polycrystalline surfaces. Some of the results
have been reported previously using the same technique (Refs. 27 and 28).

Surface

Ag(111)
Ag(100)
Au(111)
Au(100)
Ir(111)
Ir(100)

Calc.
-1.3
-1.9
-0.4
-1.0
-3.0
-3.8

Adyta (Fo)
Expt.

(]2], 0,'-2.5
0 + 1.5"

Calc.
1.24
1.24
1.32
1.32
3.00
3.73

o. (J/m')
Expt.
1.25"
1.25"

1.51 1.50
1.51, 1.50

3.00
3.OO'

Calc.
5.00
4.77
5.80
5.58
6.15
6.05

W (eV)
Expt. ~

4.74
4.64
5.31

5 47"
5.76
5.67

See Ref. 38.
bSee Ref. 39.
'See Ref. 40.
~See Ref. 41.

See Ref. 42.
'See Ref. 43.
~See Ref. 44.
"Value for the (1x5) reconstructed surface.
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C. Adsorption and diffusion

A.dsor ption energies and energy barrier s

We now discuss the energetics of adsorption and dif-
fusion. Using the surfaces relaxed as specified in Sec.
III B, it is necessary to first determine the adsorption en-
ergy E g, for an adatom at the different sites of interest,
namely, the equilibrium site (ES) and the transition site
(TS). A schematic view of the potential energy surface
seen by an adatom is given in Fig. 2. The equilibrium
state, evidently, corresponds to a minimum on the poten-
tial energy surface; in order to diffuse to a neighboring
site, the adatom must go through a transition state (or
bridge position), which corresponds to a saddle point on
the potential energy surface. The adsorption energy, at
a given site, is

Eads = (Eclean+adatom Eclean 2Eatom)/2& (3.3)

Ads

JIE
Ads

Vacuum
level

where E,~, „+ d & is the energy of the supercell slab
with the adatom. To minimize the error, as mentioned
in Sec. II, we determine the total energies of the two
slabs using exactly the same packing of atomic and empty
spheres, except that the adatom is replaced by an empty
sphere on the clean surface. The optimal position of
the adatom, for each site, is determined by displacing
it "manually" along the z axis, while constraining the x

and y coordinates, until a minimum of energy is found.
As discussed earlier, we neglect here the relaxation of the
substrate in the presence of the adatom.

The energy barrier for adatom diffusion is given by

(3 4)

(This difFerence is independent of E t and therefore not
affected by errors in this quantity, as mentioned above. )
The equilibrium and transition sites for the two kinds of
surfaces studied here are identified in Fig. 2. The (100)
surface is a simple square lattice, and all equilibrium
states equivalent. The (ill) surface, on the other hand,
has hexagonal symmetry, with two nonequivalent equilib-
rium sites: the normal (or fcc) site, and the stacking-fault
(or hcp) site. (The hcp site has an atom directly under
it in the second layer, while the fcc site has one, rather,
in the third layer. ) In this case we take, for EEds, in Eq.
(3.4), the value with the largest adsorption energy (i.e. ,
the site which sits deepest).

The results for the equilibrium-site adsorption energies
are given in Table III. The estimated error on these num-
bers is about 0.01 eV, as deduced &om the convergence
of the total energy and the resolution of the z grid. The
adatom is bonded more strongly on the (100) surface
than on the (111), owing to the fact that coordination
is larger on the former than on the latter (four versus
three). The calculated di8'erences in energy between the
hcp and fcc sites on the (ill) surfaces are very small (less
than 0.02 eV, i.e. , not really significant), and compara-
ble to measured values [0.022 eV in favor of the fcc site
for Ir/Ir(111) (Ref. 13)]. In subsequent calculations, we
assume the two equilibrium sites on the (111)surfaces to
be equivalent, and therefore take the transition state to
be exactly midway between them, although E~ is taken
as the energy to escape the most favorable site. Before
discussing the calculated activation energies, we examine
the convergence of our results with respect to possible
finite-size effects.

fcc 2. Finite-size egects

it
Equilibrium

state

(100)

Transition
state

hcp

(111)

The calculations reported here are computationally in-
tensive, and it is only possible to deal with small systems.
It is essential, therefore, to estimate the importance of
Rnite-size contributions to the calculated properties. We
have carried out a series of tests on the (ill) and (100)
surfaces of Ag; this material is more amenable to finite-
size tests because it contains fewer electrons than Au
and Ir. In what follows, we discuss the variations of the

FIG. 2. Top: Schematic representation, in one dimension,
of the local potential energy surface seen by a particle diffus-
ing on the surface. We assume here that the particle jumps
between two equivalent equilibrium states (ES), via a transi-
tion state (TS). The energy barrier for diffusion R& is simply
the difference between adsorption energies at the two sites.
Bottom: Top view of the two surfaces locating these sites.
Note that the (111)surface of the fcc lattice has two difFerent
equilibrium states: the normal site (fcc) and the stacking-fault
site (hcp).

Material
Ag
Au
Ir

(100)
2.99
3.71
9.07

(111)-fcc
2.82
3.33
7.68

(111)-hcp
2.84
3.31
7.69

TABLE III. Adsorption energies E d„ in eV, for an adatom
on the (100) and (111) surfaces using a five-layer thick,
four-atom-per-layer substrate.
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64)
Ag(100)

1A

TABLE IV. Variation of the energy barrier E~, in eV, with
substrate thickness and lateral dimensions, compared to a
five-layer thick, four-atom-per-layer substrate.

Surface 7 vs 5 layers 6 vs 4 atom/layer 9 vs 4 atom/layer
Ag(111) 0.01 0.00
Ag(100) -0.01 -0.07 -0.07
Ir(111) 0.01

Ag(111)

1A

OI.0

FIG. 3. Difference in charge density due to the presence of
the adatom on the Ag (100) (top) and (ill) (bottom) surfaces
for a five-layer slab, on the planes as defined in the insets (left,
ES; right, TS).

results presented in Sec. IIIC1 as a function of both
substrate thickness and lateral dimensions (i.e. , number
of atoms per layer).

The importance of the thickness of the substrate can
be qualitatively assessed by examining changes in elec-
tron density resulting from the presence of the adatom,
pc]ean+ada&om pc]ean. In Fig. 3, we show this quan-
tity for our two Ag surfaces, for the planes indicated by
the straight lines in the insets. It is clear, from Fig.
3, that only the transition state of the (111) surface is
well described by a five-layer substrate, since in this case
p, ~ „+ d t —p, ~ „vanishes in the middle of the sub-
strate. In order to get a quantitative estimate of the
observed diBerences, we have repeated the calculation of

the adsorption energies of both Ag surfaces using, this
time, a seven-layer substrate. The results are reported in
Table IV. We find, which is reassuring, that the energy
barrier E~ is rather insensitive to the thickness of the
substrate, the difference being within the error bar of the
calculations; a five-layer substrate, therefore, is sufBcient
to yield converged results. We have, in fact, verified this
on the Ir(ill) surface, as reported in Table IV. It should
be noted, however, that while the energy difference E~,
Eq. (3.4), remains constant, the adsorption energies for
the (100) surface vary quite substantially, by about 0.1
eV upon changing the thickness of the substrate from five
to seven layers.

We have also examined the variations of E~ with the
lateral system size using a five-layer slab with nine atoms
per layer. This size is such that the symmetry of the (111)
surface is preserved; for the (100) surface, it is also pos-
sible to consider the case of six atoms per layer without
breaking the local symmetry. The results are reported in
Table IV. We find the (111) surface of Ag to remain es-
sentially unchanged upon going to a larger system, while
the (100) surface is affected significantly. In the latter
case, it appears that a six-atom-per-layer slab is sufB-
cient to yield converged results. The variations observed
on the (100) surface arise mainly from changes in the
adsorption energy at the transition state: within error,
the adsorption energy at the equilibrium state remains
constant with size.

In summary, to obtain converged values for the energy
barriers on these surfaces, it is sufhcient to use a five-layer
slab with four atoms per layer, except for the transition
state on the (100) surface where at least six atoms per
layer are needed. The size-corrected values of E~, ob-
tained by a new set of calculations fulfilling the previous
conditions for convergence of the barrier on the (100) sur-
face, are listed in Table V where we also give, for compar-

TABLE V. Calculated and measured energy barriers E&, in eV. The calculated values are ob-
tained using the cell size discussed in Sec. III C 2.

Surface

Ag(111)
Ag(100)
Au(111)
AU(100)
Ir(111)
Ir(100)

See Ref. 16.
See Ref. 9.
See Ref. 46.

Present work

0.14+0.02
0.50+0.03
0.22+0.03
0.62+0.04
0.24+0.03
1.39+0.04

EAM, EMT or RGL

0.06, 0.12, 0.064
0.47, 0.365'
0.02, 0.102
0.64, 0.490'
0.11,' 0.19'
1.581 1.57

~See Ref. 45.
See Ref. 10.
See Ref. 13.

Expt.
0.15+0.1

0.22+0.03,' 0.267+0.003
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ison, the experimental values (where available), as well as
the values obtained using semiempirical models either
EAM, the efFective-medium theory (EMT), ' s or the
glue model of Rosato, Guillope, and Legrand (RGL).45

8. Discussion

The results presented in Table V lead to several ob-
servations. First, the energy barriers are found to be
lower on the (111)than on the (100) surface, as expected,
since the former is more closed packed. Considering the
low values obtained on the (111)surface, difFusion should
proceed rather easily on this surface, even at low temper-
atures.

Second, the agreement with the experimental results
is excellent, within the combined error bar of calcula-
tion and experiment, i.e., no more than 0.03 eV. This
confirms that the relaxation of the substrate around the
adatom, which we ignore here, has negligible efFect on the
energy barriers for the (111)surfaces. This is in line with
corresponding calculations for Pt/Pt(ill) (Ref. 30) and
Ag/Pt(ill), which demonstrate that energy barriers
change only very slightly when nearest-neighbor relax-
ation is taken into account [&om 0.41 to 0.38, i.e. ,

—0.03
eV for Pt/Pt(111), and from 0.21 to 0.20, i.e. ,

—0.01
eV for Ag/Pt(111)]. Experimental values for the energy
barriers on the other surfaces are not (to our knowledge)
available, but it would be of considerable. interest that
our theoretical predictions be confirmed.

Upon comparing the FP-LMTO results with the values
&om semiempirical models, we find that the latter seri-
ously underestimate the barriers on the (111) surfaces.
(One exception is the EMT value for Ag(111), which
is in good accord with experiment. ) On the other hand,
the value for Ir(100) is largely overestimated. In fact, the
semiempirical models seem to reproduce the energy barri-
ers to within about 0.2 eV; such errors are dramatic when
examining the temperature behavior of the diffusion co-
efficient. Nevertheless, in some cases, Ag(100), (111),
and Au(100), the energy barriers from the semiempiri-
cal models are within the error bar of the first-principles
calculations.

It is instructive to compare the energy barriers of the
various surfaces with the corresponding bulk melting
temperatures. As mentioned earlier, we have demon-
strated in a previous HAM study that diffusion be-
comes non-Arrhenius at temperatures corresponding to
about half of the static energy barrier, owing to the ex-
istence at "high" temperatures of correlations between
jumps. Prom the values given in Table V, we con-
clude that the random-walk model is appropriate for the
Au(ill) surface, since the barrier on this surface, 0.24
eV, is somewhat larger than the melting-point energy (of
the bulk material), 0.115 eV, while this is not the case
for Ag(ill) and Ir(111), for which the barrier and the
melting temperatures are comparable (0.14 versus 0.106
eV for Ag, and 0.24 versus 0.234 eV for Ir). Thus, at
sufIiciently high temperatures, non-Arrhenius diffusion
must be the rule on Ag(ill) and Ir(ill). We note that
a recent first-principles calculation for Al/Al(111) gave
a barrier for difFusion of 0.04 eV, sizeably smaller than

the melting point of the material, 0.080 eV. This system,
therefore, should definitely exhibit non-Arrhenius behav-
ior, i.e., correlated jumps, over a wide range of tempera-
tures. It would be of interest to carry out an experimental
verification of this prediction.

Likewise, diffusion is very well approximated by a ran-
dom walk on the (100) surfaces, which have barriers much
larger than the melting-point energies. We note, how-
ever, that the energy barrier for Ir is so large that dif-
fusion can only take place at high temperatures. This is
consistent with the experimental observation —inferred
from a detailed mapping of the position of the adatom
that diffusion on this surface, at low temperature, pro-
ceeds via an exchange mechanism.

We note, as a final point, that calculations of the
energy barriers for Pt/Pt(111) and Ag/Pt(ill) using
the scattering-theory method were reported recently.
The barriers were found to be larger than the measured
values by, respectively, 0.13 and 0.04 eV. While the lat-
ter compares well with experiment, the discrepancy for
the former, is significantly higher. The large error was at-
tributed to the larger adsorption energy of the Pt adatom
compared to the Ag adatom. While this is a possibil-
ity, our calculations indicate that this might not be the
proper explanation. [Ir/Ir(111) has a higher adsorption
energy than Pt/Pt(ill), and yet is well accounted for by
our approach. ] It is also indicated in Ref. 31 that the re-
laxation of the second and subsequent neighbors, which
was ignored, could have an effect on the barrier. We are
currently examining the case of Pt/Pt(111) in order to
resolve this point.

IV. SUMMARY

We have used the FP-LMTO method to calculate the
energy barriers for adatom homodiffusion on the (ill)
and (100) surfaces of Ag, Au, and Ir. Our results agree
very well with the measured energy barriers (when avail-
able), i.e., to within 0.03 eV, thereby confirming the ad-
equacy of the theoretical method. On the (ill) surfaces,
we find that the barriers for Ag and Ir have values that
are close to those corresponding to the melting point of
the bulk materials and conclude, therefore, that corre-
lated jumps should be present at high temperatures on
these surfaces. For Au(111), on the other hand, the bar-
rier is about twice as large as the melting temperature;
the random-walk model should provide an accurate de-
scription of the diffusion process, just as on the (100) sur-
faces, where the barriers are much larger. Semiempirical
models are found to reproduce the first-principles energy
barriers within 0.2 eV, which, in some cases, translates
into errors as large as 90%%uo. It would be of considerable
interest that experimental measurement of our predicted
energy barriers be carried out.
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